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BACKGROUND
• The issuance of air permits for new and modified Title V
sources typically requires AERMOD modeling to determine if
the proposed project will result in a violation of the NAAQS
or PSD Increment.
• Inputs to the AERMOD model include meteorological data
and emission parameters (emission rates, site elevation,
stack locations, stack height, stack diameter, exit velocity,
and exit temperature).
• If the modeled concentrations from the project alone are
above the Significant Impact Levels (SILs), then cumulative
NAAQS and PSD Increment modeling is required.
• Cumulative modeling requires the inclusion of emissions
from offsite sources.
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OFFSITE EMISSION INVENTORIES
• The process of developing an offsite emissions
inventory typically involves a time consuming,
project-specific, manual review of hard-copy
files by the applicant.
• The new process involves an online,
searchable, public, continuously updated
electronic database and web application
providing all the required emissions inventory
data.
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PROJECT DELIVERABLES
• Data Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP)
• Short-Term (e.g., 1-hour and 24-hour) and
Long-Term (e.g., annual) Emissions Averaging
Procedure Documents
• Emission Inventory Data and Notebook
• Emissions Inventory Relational Database
• Online Interactive Emissions Inventory Web
Application
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EMISSIONS DATABASE
• This database contains potential emissions for
five pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, NOx, SO2, and CO)
for all Title V and Synthetic Minor sources in
Georgia.
• The contractor initially populated the database
with 389 Title V and 792 SM sources.
• The database is routinely updated by the GA
EPD Stationary Source Permitting Program
(SSPP) as new permits are issued.
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POTENTIAL EMISSIONS
• The PSD inventory tool uses potential
emissions, which was required by Appendix W
at the time of development.
• Since then, Appendix W has been updated to
allow the use of “typical actual” or “modified
allowable” emissions. GA EPD evaluates
these requests on a case-by-case basis.
• Therefore, our tool is generally more
conservative than what EPA may allow for
modeling.
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SM SOURCES
• The inventory initially only included site-wide
annual PTE emissions and no stack data.
• Stack data can be added to the inventory as
SM sources are modeled by applicants.
• 98% of the SM PTE information was
transcribed from agency compiled permit
narratives.
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TITLE V SOURCES
• The inventory included Unit-by-Unit release point
(stack) specific PTE for short term (lb/hr), long term
(lb/hr), and annual (tpy) emissions.
• All stack parameters (stack locations, stack height,
stack diameter, exit velocity, and exit temperature)
were taken from the 2011 NEI.
• 85% of the PTE information was transcribed from the
facility’s own PTE submittals.
• In cases where PTE information was not available, it
was calculated and documented.
• Emergency engines, fugitive emissions, and VOC/HAP
sources were excluded from the initial inventory.
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ONLINE WEB APPLICATION
• The applicant can simply enter the location
(lat/long or address) and search radius from
the project location to get an Excel file and/or
an AERMOD-ready input file containing all the
captured facilities along with emission rates
and stack parameters required for modeling.
• Missing stack parameters can be filled in by
the applicant after consultation with GA EPD.
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STREET VIEW MAP
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SATELLITE MAP
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EXCEL FILE
• Contains eight worksheets: (1) “Search
Information”, (2) “SM”, (3) “TV short term”, (4) “TV
long term”, (5) “Exempt”, (6) “Increment SM”, (7)
“Increment TV”, and (8) “Q over d”.
• “Q over d” (i.e., Q/d) information is provided, where
Q=emissions (tons/year) and d=distance (km).
• Q/d < 10 can be used by the applicant to exclude
some offsite sources from the cumulative analysis.
• All data sources and calculations are documented
in a Notebook.
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EXAMPLE EXCEL FILE
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EXAMPLE AERMOD FILE
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COST & TIME
• This project was initially requested by one of our industrial
stakeholder groups.
• The cost and time savings associated with putting
together PSD permit applications and the reduction in
time for GA EPD to issue PSD permit applications were
discussed with other industrial stakeholder groups.
• The initial cost of this project was $326,000 with an
additional annual fee of $12,000/year for web hosting
and system maintenance.
• GA EPD was able to pass the cost of this project along to
our industries by increasing annual Title V $/ton permit
fees with a guarantee that this project would be funded.
• The project took approximately 18 months to complete.
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APPLICANT BENEFITS
• Inventory data can now be collected by the applicant in
seconds as opposed to days/weeks/months.
• There is a significant reduction in the time and cost
(~33% reduction) for the applicant to develop a permit
application that requires an offsite emissions inventory.
• The applicant has more certainty that their offsite
emissions inventory will be approved since it was
developed by the same Agency that will be reviewing
and approving the permit application.
• The applicant can quickly and easily examine multiple
airsheds and modeling scenarios to find the optimal
location to build their project or determine which
location is best for expansion.
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STAFF BENEFITS
• Previously, GA EPD permit modelers spent 2550% of their time reviewing, validating, and
correcting offsite emission inventories.
• Now they spend less than 1% of their time
reviewing, validating, and correcting offsite
emission inventories.
• This results in much quicker modeling reviews
by the permit modelers and gives them
additional time to analyze the modeling results
in more detail.
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
• The offsite emissions inventory is continuously
becoming more accurate with each interaction
between GA EPD and the permit applicants.
• If the applicant finds an issue with an offsite
emissions rate or stack parameters, they can work
with GA EPD to update the incorrect values with
the correct values in the PSD inventory tool.
• That way, when the next application in the same
area pulls an emissions inventory, they will get the
updated emissions inventory rather than having to
identify and fix the same problem each time.
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SUSTAINABILITY
• This project did require an initial investment of
time and money. However, the increased
productivity outweighs this initial investment.
• The contractor initially populated the relational
database with 389 Title V and 792 SM sources.
• Since then, the GA EPD SSPP has been routinely
updating the database as new permits are issued.
• Currently, the web hosting and system
maintenance are done by a contractor.
• GA EPD is in the process of evaluating options to
bring this work in-house.
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TRANSFERABILITY
• GA EPD used a contractor to develop the online PSD
inventory tool and populated the database.
• The emissions inventory relational database and online
interactive web application can be transferred from Georgia
to other states free of charge.
• However, a big part of this project involved populating the
database with state-specific emissions and stack
parameters and documenting the data sources and
emission calculations. This part of the project would need to
be performed by each individual state with in-house
resources or by a contractor.
• The Georgia emissions inventory database is routinely
updated in-house as new permits are issued by the GA EPD
SSPP. Other states could easily perform routine updates
with existing staff and in-house resources.
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UNIQUENESS
• GA EPD does not know of any other on-line
interactive PSD emission inventory databases
with mapping capabilities and the ability to
directly produce AERMOD input files with a
single mouse click.
• Applicants are amazed at how quickly they can
develop offsite emission inventories for their
projects. We have been told by our applicants
with facilities in multiple states and
consultants that work in multiple states that
our process is significantly quicker, easier, and
cheaper compared to other states.
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WEBSITE
• The Georgia online PSD inventory tool is
located at:
▪ https://psd.gaepd.org/inventory/
▪ Please feel free to try it out!!

• The “PSD Modeling Inventory Webpage User
Guidance v. 1.03” is located at:
▪ https://psd.gaepd.org/inventory/Home/Help
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James Boylan, Ph.D.
Georgia Dept. of Natural Resources
4244 International Parkway, Suite 120
Atlanta, GA 30354
James.Boylan@dnr.ga.gov
404-363-7014
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